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<tr>
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<td>Chasing the stars</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Malorie Blackman</td>
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Handmaid's Tale, The / Margaret Atwood
SF ATWO
Black moon / Kenneth Calhoun SF CALH
Circle, The / Dave Eggers SF EGGE
Brave New World / Aldous Huxley F HUXL
California / Edan Lepucki SF LEPU
Road, The / Cormac McCarthy SF MCCA
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SEARCH TIPS
Still want more?
Look for this sticker on the spines of the books:
Check the SHORT STORIES section of the shelves
Using the Subject Search tab in the Library Catalogue, search for:
- Science Fiction
- Dystopian fiction
- Future fiction
- Steampunk